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Abstract 

The inevitable increase and expansion of residential areas along with uncontrolled urban 
development in recent decades has created new chapters in urban environmental problems. Cities 
are now facing increasing population density and activities. This increase has various undesirable 
consequences and effects, including air pollution, noise pollution and environmental pollution. 
Therefore, attention to community health and quality of life has caused these factors to be properly 
managed and planned. Improving quality of environment and improving living standards of its 
inhabitants is main subject of urban science. Due to its multidimensional nature, this has particular 
complexity and extension. Urban planning is largely structurally related to semi-structured issues 
which solving it requires the integration of the decision maker's experience and computer systems. 
This paper has explored several models of environmental urban planning. 
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Introduction  

       Sustainable development strategy plan has been with the aim of identifying and developing a common mechanism 
for increasing the global sustainable trend in different countries, thus paying attention to the appropriate and 
comprehensive methods that can measure and evaluate the efforts of community planners and custodians to improve 
sustainability indicators will be more important (Ostadi Jafari & et al, 2012). The role of cities in the new world is 
increasing day by day, and today the world of human being is the urban world. In this urbanized world, improving 
quality of human life as well as the development of human civilization, based on urbanization, has created 
opportunities and threats for future of development of societies that if opportunity is not used properly and threatened 
is not adequately addressed, urban development can mean increasing challenges and damage of economic, social, 
cultural, etc. Hence, knowledge of urban economics, with an emphasis on sustainable development paradigm, can be a 
desirable city for the lives of citizens. It is knowledge that has become focus of scientific and executive circles today 
due to increasing share and responsibilities of local governments (Zand Hesami & Shahramfar, 2016). 

Occupation and practice of urbanization from beginning have been normative concerns and have sought to 
achieve good city and its features, despite this growth; attention to urban planning models is very important (Babaei 
Salanghooch & et al, 2016). Improving quality of the environment and improving the living standards of its 
inhabitants is main subject of urban science. Due to its multidimensional nature, this has particular complexity and 
extension (Rafieian & Maroofi, 2011). Urbanization is global phenomenon of this century and more than half of 
world's population lives in urban areas. It is forecasted that the urban population will double in the developing 
countries between 2000 and 2030. This rapid population demolition will be difficult for cities and there will be major 
challenges (Chen, 2014). 

The environment has a comprehensive concept, while the city and urbanization represent a limited picture of it in 
human thought. The concept of sustainable urban development and attention to environmental concepts and provision 
of appropriate models for kinds of developmental activities in the environment, as well as in large cities that are under 
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influence of rapid development effects, have also of great importance worldwide. Meanwhile, using spatial data and 
organizing and analyzing data accurately for use in development issues is important and is growing at researches 
(Abbaspour & Gharagozloo, 2005). 

The inevitable increase and expansion of residential areas along with uncontrolled urban development in recent 
decades has created new chapters in urban environmental problems (Bell & Blake, 2000). Cities are now facing 
increasing population density and activities. This increase has various undesirable consequences and effects, including 
air pollution, noise pollution and environmental pollution. Therefore, attention to community health and quality of life 
has caused these factors to be properly managed and planned (Salami & et al, 2002). Therefore, by recognizing and 
analyzing existing models in urban planning, we can provide a framework for better planning. 

Urban Planning 

According to John Friedman, planning is a kind of unexpected topic management in city. Dan and Davidoff called 
it a social process and consider planning as a conscious and continuous involvement in community development 
(Mohammadzadeh Titkanloo, 1999). Planning, by attracting concepts of other systems and fields in its body, has tried 
to preserve and restore parts of urban planning that have been inefficient. Therefore, it can be stated that planning 
theory is a vague topic that exploits a variety of fields and lacks a general rule (Imani Shamloo & Rafieian, 2016). The 
system of planning and management, without comprehension and the integration of decisions and policies will not be 
able to guide plurality existing in nature of cities and urban areas and achieves to planning goals (Sharifzadegan & 
Shams Kooshki, 2014).  

Urban planning has an interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary nature and seeks to establish a framework for 
identifying, analyzing and directing any change, movement, and urban development within the specified time periods. 
Urban planning is largely structurally related to semi-structured issues which solving it requires the integration of 
decision maker's experience and computer systems (Shakoori Asl & Rafieian, 2015). 

Sustainable development in urban areas is one of the most important issues among urban planners. The principle 
of sustainable development theory is based on coherence and coordination of economic growth with social justice and 
environmental protection (Fani & Karami, 2014). In this regard, the most important issues that should be considered 
by planners and policymakers are: 

- Optimal use of resources and facilities in a way that does not jeopardize the needs of the future generation. 
- How to use and maintain land. 
- The direction of the development and expansion of cities, so that their connection with nature does not broken. 
- Adjusting inequalities in the use of land and providing social justice. 
- Development of transport and urban arteries without reducing the safety of individuals. 
- Fighting the corruptions and speculation of the land and preserving the values and local identity and ... 
A rational solution to these goals is to focus only on urban planning (Ghorbani & et al, 2013).  
 

Urban Environmental Planning Models 

1- Models of Urban Economics 

Over the past decades, various models and strategies have been developed to support creative economy because 
pointed out importance of balance and economic stability of a city. One of these theories is theory of economic and 
social development that supports and reinforces cultural incentives. Hence, basis of creative revival of a city's 
economy revolves around the expansion of socio-cultural infrastructure to achieve economic benefits (Zand Hesami & 
Shahramfar, 2016). In the case of urban economic models, it should be noted that relations between variables are 
relatively complex. In fact, the aim of economic models is to simplify the relationships, quantify and measure them, 
and in mathematical terms, expressing economic relations within a city boundary (Khatami Froozabadi, 1995). 

In today's metropolitan economy, with accumulation of products and sales centers in cities and need to attract 
customers, as well as distance from cities and dramatic development of other cities, due to population growth and 
immense expansion of cities, this theory or model has many applications. The establishment of chain stores and ... that 
are formed in the cities and villages around this theory and covers supply of goods and services is very important. 
Factors influencing use of urban economic models in developing countries include formal and informal market of 
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labor and employment, transportation, ratio of production factors, choice of housing location and the role of state 
(Moosaei & al, 2014). Regarding application of the economic theory of urban land use, it is probable to choose a 
specific type of land use in a given location based on facilities that provide location for specific use in relation to other 
possible facilities in comparison with other uses (Koomen & Stillwell, 2007). The urban economics model includes 
analytical models (Analytical models based on macroeconomics, based on microeconomics) and policy models 
(Lawry model, developed Lawry model, Echenique model, Stockholm model, or Anderson Landkowist model). 

2- Models of Transportation  

The inevitable increase and expansion of residential areas along with uncontrolled urban development in recent 
decades has created new chapters in urban environmental problems (Bell & Blake, 2000). Transportation is one of the 
most important parts of the city's infrastructure (Rezatabe Azgomi & Heidari Chapaneh, 2014). In urban transport 
system, increase and expansion of use leads to numerous environmental impacts in areas of pollution, access and land 
use (Hadipour & Pourebrahim, 2011). Transportation as one of parts of sustainable development, at the same time, has 
contributed to development and impact of development and this has led the planners to pay more attention to category 
of transportation. Accordingly, pursuit and sensitivity in challenges and anticipating negative consequences of 
transport on economy, environment and society is very necessary (Ostadi Jafari & Rasafi, 2012). Transportation 
models include route selection models, general production models and distribution of travel, vehicle selection models, 
uncertain models of production and distribution of travel. 

The efficiency of transportation system is important in realization of goals of urban transport systems. The basis 
for defining efficiency is relationship between data and output, or cost and benefit. In transportation system, definition 
of efficiency is context in which specific transport inputs can respond to people requesting traffic in that transportation 
system. From macro perspective, if transport infrastructures can be considered as input and dynamic or transport 
capacity as an output element then transport efficiency of a large parameter is affected by system's input-output ratio 
(Anvari Rostami & Satari Ardabili, 2009). 

  

Figure 1- Development of goals of urban transport system (Anvari Rostami and Satar Ardabili, 2009) 

3. Geographic Models 

Nowadays, spatial and physical expansion of cities, population growth and emergence of new activities in city 
structure have led to the introduction of different variables in the city, which is difficult to analyze using traditional 
methods and only way to deal with such a large amount of information and the proper operation and planning of them 
is to use computer systems that is in relation to spatial data to solve this problem (Farajzadeh & Rostami, 2004). All 
experts and urban managers have found that management and different affairs of cities are impossible in urban 
planning with traditional tools. With expansion (GIS) has been clarified importance of GIS and increase in 
information that must be processed for urban management (Farajzadeh & Soroor, 2002; Fani & Karami, 2014). 
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Geographic information system is a place for storing, maintaining, managing and analyzing geographic information 
and is designed to work concurrently with data that has geo-spatial and descriptive dependencies (Parizad & 
Roshangar, 2012). Geographical models can be pointed out to models such as Chauncy Harris, Max Derruau, 
Jacqueline Bujogarineh and Georgashabo. 

4. Models of Location Allocation 

Considering various urban uses, having standards, criteria appropriate to type of function and role of each use in 
city is necessary in order to prevent use of applications that interfere with the functioning of each other or in a manner 
inconsistent; urban land use is distributed balancedly commensurate with city's population so that all citizens can 
easily access these uses (Shamsoldini & Karimi, 2017). 

Misplaced urban location allocation leads to abnormalities such as disturbances in city's image, lack of community 
interaction, management and maintenance problems, restriction of choice, reduced psychological and social security, 
etc. Correct location allocation as one of most important elements in urban planning, has a great contribution to 
desirability of space (Dalalpour Mohammadi, 2006; Fani & Karami, 2014). Models of single location allocation and 
composite are considered as location models. 

5- Coverage Models  

More coverage models are used to select a location from a number of locations available to deploy urban services. 
For example, we can mention location of delivery centers of goods, networks of establishing distribution of goods, 
location selection of warehouses, emergency stations and fire stations (Khatami Firoozabadi, 1995). 

The process of urbanization and urban development under the internal and external factors include two stages of 
centralization and decentralization that due to quality and severity of the effects of these factors, there is a different 
spatial reflection in each time period and in each particular location and it will guide itself in a certain way. In the first 
stage of centralization, the dominant model of urban growth is considered primary urban pattern, and as a result of the 
emergence of specific urban first-class problems begins the second stage, namely decentralization which will show 
itself as a model of metropolitan areas (Mansoorian, 2016). Coverage models include models of overall coverage and 
components. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

The expansion of urbanization and, consequently, urbanization specific problems required more attention to the 
strategy and useful ways to optimize lives of citizens. In this regard, more comprehensive urban plans was raised to 
promote urban planning criteria, urban development control, and tendency towards the system of coordination of 
various economic and social sectors, with regard to the quality of environment and based on the recognition of areas 
of natural, social and economic influences of cities. Urban planning, development and improvement of environmental 
conditions are among most important strategies of present century for sustainable urban development and urban 
planning is not possible for development without regard to issues, criteria, standards. Improvement of health and 
quality of life of citizens is main goal of every process of healthy environment. Improving the concept of moving from 
one point to another should be in the positive direction. Urban planning can be very influential as a fundamental 
sustainable factor for environmental quality in natural and built environments. 
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